


What is MoneyClick?
MoneyClick is a communications, commerce 
and financial transactions platform where, 
through a private network, our users can 
carry out different operations that include 
changes, payments or purchases within our 
network.

The platform allows to maintain and operate 
with virtual wallets of both fiat currencies 
and cryptocurrencies.



Why 
MoneyClick?
Is the technological solution that combines  
financial operations, communication, social  
network and online store in a single platform.

The system integrates all the components for a  
global management of business, life and  
entertainment.

Is the most complete platform for payments, sales  
and communications.



Manage business, purchases, contacts, finances in a single application without limits of use, place or time.

Social Media Chat Wallet MarketPlace Streaming

Platforms functions
A simple solution to join payments, purchases, and entertainment in a single application



Platform
The system allows to operate Android, IOS,  
Mac and Windows. It adjusts to personal  
and commercial needs, It also offers  
corporate solutions for institutional users.

Immediate payments

Your transactions within the network  
are free, instantaneous and  
irreversible in any currency and from  
any country.

Anti-fraud protection

All your transactions are secure and verifiable.  
Your personal data and financial information are  
protected by Amazon Web Service.

Free convertibility  
monetary

The fast change allows you to pay or send  
in any currency without any complications,  
at the best market rate and have your  
balance in your preferred currency.

Secure connection to Blockchain

Your operations are encrypted and  protected 
by the safest global network, you  no longer 
need intermediaries to make your  local or 
international shipments.



MC net’s Roles
Mc is a cooperative business and communications network based on a  

blockchain-connected platform

USER
The user is any member that registers and operates on the network.

BANKER
A User who certifies bank accounts and sets aside a fund as collateral to support transactions can  
become a Banker. The higher your guarantee fund, the more volume you can validate in the system's  
exchange order books.

POINT OF EXCHANGE MC
They are affiliated business premises to exchange balance for cash or other types of  
payments.

OPERATING PARTNER
They are affiliated business premises to exchange balance for cash or other types of payments.

MANAGING PARTNER
Partner that manages its own network of users and wants to join the MC network, it can be a country,  
union, association or organized group.

ADMIN MASTER
It is the central administration system that regulates, controls and manages the global MC network.It is  the 
central administration system that regulates, controls and manages the global MC network.



MC allows to adapt integral and flexible solutions for the development of personal, commercial and daily  
professional activities with the benefit of being able to pay and collect without the participation of  

intermediaries.

System modules and services

Money Cashier

MC can be activated in multiple  
devices to function as POS and each  
with different functions. This allows  
Cashback, remote payment, instant  
fund management and commission  
savings.

Money Chat

The chat function allows you to  
communicate, upload and post content  for 
free or for a fee. Zoom type meetings,  and 
if you want to charge it can be done  
directly without the need to resort to  
payment processors.

Money Market

The exchange connects customer and  
buyer to a direct market with a  secure 
means of payment to carry  out their 
businesses within the same  ecosystem.

Money Shop
Sale of products and services in our  
online store, with access to our users  
for the sale and promotion of their  
products or services with the benefit  
of having the MC payment processor  
integrated.



Speed, power and  
reliability
With our system, the User will be able to  
change, send or receive digital values at  
any time at a reliable rate in a fast, friendly  
and efficient way.

Fiat/Crypto  
Crypto/Fiat  

Crypto/Crypt
o  Fiat/Fiat

Wallets  Cell to 
Cell

Credit / Debit Cards  Bank 
accounts  Smart Points of 

Sale

Cash withdrawals 
and payments

Payments in shops  
Service payments  
Business accounts



Smart point of sale
Overview of associated products.

We know what to operate and maintain  
ATMs is a complex and expensive task  
from every point of view.

That is why we have developed our  
capable smart ATMs and POS
to perform many more functions of  
virtual way and connecting to  
merchant as reseller.

Our system provides the  affiliate 
trade the possibility of  become 
an agent of change  virtual 
through our application  
commercial, making it a partner
asset of the commercial structure.



M.C vs. Traditional Services

SMS

BITCOIN Wallet  

FIAT Wallet

RATES AND COSTS  

CUSTOMIZATION  

CERTIFICATION OF OPERATIONS  

TRACEABILITY

TRANSFER TO BANKS



Through a simple, friendly and intuitive menu,  
anyone can affiliate different bank accounts,  
make changes and send payments, deposits or  
money transfers through our application,  backed 
by our exclusive exchange technology  with 
security, speed and competitive rates.

Our system allows to calculate exchange rates  
in real time at a real and competitive rate for  
any monetary exchange, as it is connected to  
the blockchain, operations are auditable, safe,  
fast and much cheaper than traditional  banking 
services.

Paying or transferring money to any bank in the 
world  and in any currency will no longer be a 
problem
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